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Part I. What's New
 Interface

Curvy 3D 3.0 has a new user interface making it 

easier to access the expanded toolset.

Curvy now supports cast and ambient shadows.

 Primitives

There are several new primitive types including the 

basic Sphere and Cuboid, as well as the sketched 

Blob and Slab primitives.

The Loft primitive has been extended with a thickness 

slider.

The Line primitive now has easy sliders to set end 

radii.

 Mesh Tools

Curvy 3.0 now supports Adaptive Subdivision 

Meshes. This means you can forget about triangle 

density as you sculpt a mesh's surface, and Curvy will 

automatically add triangles where you need higher 

detail.

There are new ways to combine meshes. The Weld 

command carefully cuts and stitches two meshes 

together so only the seam between the two meshes is 

changed, while the rest of each mesh is preserved at 

full quality. The Fit to Child command stretches the 

original mesh to conform to the child objects surface.

Curvy now includes mesh refinement and reduction 

tools that can operate on the whole or a selected part 

of a mesh.

Surface editing now supports soft selections and 

masked editing.

Paint directly onto the mesh (without needing a 

texture map) as well as generating ambient occlusion 

shading for a mesh.

 Texturing

Quickly setup texture coordinates using projection or 

cubical unwrapping.

Part II. Quick Start

Chapter 1. First Steps
This part of the guide will get you started with Curvy, 

you can learn in more detail in the Tutorials and 

Reference sections.

1. Views and Panels
When you start Curvy the application window will 

appear like the image below.

The interface consists of 3 areas:

 1) Views 	These show your 3D models from different 

angles.

 2) Panels 	Tools, controls, and object properties are 

found here.
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 3) Menus 	Commands and options are split into 

categories. 

This guide will refer to views and panels by name. 

The name of each view appears in orange in the top 

left. Panel names are at the top of each panel.

Around the edges of each view there are view 

controls. Don't worry about these for the time being.

As you use Curvy you will notice the mouse cursor 

changes shape. Move the cursor over a view and you 

will see a tool cursor ( this means the tool is ready for 

use ), move the cursor over a panel or view control 

and it will change into a plain arrow.

2. The Toolbox
Find the Tools Panel at the top left of the window. 

Tools are the main way to interact with the 3D models 

you create in Curvy. Clicking on a tool button will 

choose that tool.

Usually the tool you choose will become pressed 

down, and the tool cursor will change into your 

selected tool.

However, some tools need an object to be selected 

before they can be used. If you do not have an object 

selected the tool will appear with a red outline and the 

tool defaults to the Select Tool until you have chosen 

an object.
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3. Draw your First Object
To draw your first object in Curvy you will need the 

Create Lathe Tool

Select this tool by clicking on it's button in the Tools 

Panel.

Your mouse cursor should now appear like this  when 

you move it over a view.

In the Perspective View (in the centre of the window) 

draw a single continuous line with the Create Lathe 

Tool by dragging the Left Mouse Button.

You will see the line being drawn in purple. The line is 

drawn top to bottom in the same shape as you can 

see in this screenshot. 

When you release the Left Mouse Button Curvy will 

create a new Lathe Object.

The line you drew has turned orange. This is the 

colour to show a selected object. Now you have a 

selected object more tools become available to you.

4. Select your Object
Deselect your object by clicking with the right mouse 

button (RMB) in an empty part of a view - or by 

pressing SPACE.

Right mouse button is a quick shortcut to choosing 

the Select Tool from the Toolbox.

The curves disappear when the object is not selected.

Now, hold down the RMB in a view and drag it over 

and off your object. Notice how all the curves appear 

in light blue, and when you move over a curve it turns 

orange.

If you let go of the RMB while an object is orange that 

object will be selected.

With an object selected, using the RMB to select will 

pick an individual curve out of that object to edit.

5. View your First Object
This section explains how to change the views using 

the Pan, Orbit and Zoom tools.

These tools are found in the 2nd line of the Toolbox.

The easiest way to learn these tools is to use them! 

Pick a view tool and drag on one of the views.

NB: If you Orbit in any view other than Perspective 

the view will snap back to facing in it's original 

direction. This is to make sure the Front View always 

faces the front of your model, the Left View always 

faces the left and so on.
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Each view has three buttons in the lower left corner.

 Recenter - One LMB click centers the view on the 

selected object if one is available, or the centre of the 

scene if nothing is selected.

 Orbit - Dragging with the LMB orbits the view.

 Zoom - Drag with the LMB to zoom.

If you have a three button mouse you can access all 

the view controls very quickly.

Pan - Drag with Middle Mouse Button

Orbit - Drag with Left Mouse Button while holding 

down the Alt key

Zoom - Roll the mouse wheel.

6. Sculpt your Object

Select the Sculpting Tool Add and sculpt with the Left 

Mouse Button on your object.

As you draw the surface is pulled towards your 

mouse.

Try drawing with the Right Mouse Button to push the 

surface in.

7. Paint on your Object
Now select the Paint Brush Tool

You can paint by dragging with the LMB over your 

model in the 3D view.

You can choose different colours and change the 

paint brush size/opacity and shape using the tools in 
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the Colour Panel and the Paint Brush Panel.

8. Save your Model
Save your model at any time by using the menu 

"File:Save..." and entering a name.

Part III. Tutorials

Chapter 1. Create Object 

Tutorials

1. Lathe Tutorials

The Lathe in Curvy is a very versatile primitive. As 

well as being able to shape the traditional rounded 

shapes, it can also be used to shape asymmetrical 

organic forms.

When drawing Lathes it is helpful to switch to the 

4-View Layout (although it is possible to do all the 

drawing in a single Perspective view if prefered).

You can toggle between 1 and 4 views by simple 

clicking the little square in the top left.

Layout Select in top left of view

The following tutorials assume a 4 view layout. Note 

the layout of views below.
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1.1. The Goblet

Choose the Create Lathe Tool.

Draw the line as shown in the Front view. Don't worry 

if it is not quite the right shape, the curve remains 

freely editable to tweak and improve.

This is the simplest kind of Lathe object with only a 

single curve.

1.2. The Fang
Choose the Create Lathe Tool, then draw two curves 

as shown below in the Left view.

This will produce a rounded shape that fits to your two 

drawn curves.

If your curves are not smooth Curvy can redraw them 
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smoothly for you. Right click on a curve to select it 

then pick from the menu - "Curve/Redraw As.../Ellipse 

Arc".

This will produce a smooth curve that fits you drawn 

curve.

If your curves don't line up at the pointed end, right 

click to select a curve abd choose the Soft-Move Tool 

and drag the end into position.

Also note the top of the fang is smoothly shaded. This 

was not the intention as I wanted a crisp cut-off at the 

top.

Untick "Rounded" on the Object Properties panel to 

flatten this off.

1.3. The Torso
This tutorial shows how to make the base shape of a 

torso, the shape before details are added with 

sculpting tools.

Final Model

For this example I have loaded in a darkened image 

of the torso as reference into the Front and Left 

viewports.
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Hold down the left mouse button on the view's name 

in the top left to open a view menu, and pick Load 

Background if you have a suitable reference image to 

use.

Next select the Create Lathe Tool and draw the 

curves shown below in the Left view.

Draw 2 Curves along the front and back edges.

This produces a close match for the reference in the 

Left view.

The next step is drawing the side profile in the Front 

view.
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Draw 3rd curve along the side edge.

Now you could draw a 4th curve down the opposite 

edge in the Front view - or you could turn on 

Symmetry for the model.

Tick Symmetry on the Object properties

Finished Base Mesh

This mesh now closely matches the front and side 

reference pictures and won't need too much sculpting 

to finalise.

In this example I drew more Lathes for the neck, arms 

and legs and used "Mesh/Weld" to join them into a 

smooth mesh before sculpting.

See "Mesh/Weld" reference.
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2. Line Tutorials

The Line object makes a tube shape from a drawn 

curve.

Lines can be easily drawn in any viewport.

2.1. The Tendril

Select the Line tool and draw a long line as below.

Draw a Curve

Created Line

You can adjust the end widths using the Radius 

sliders on the Object Properties Panel, and you can 

increase the Resolution using another slider in case 

the model has sharp corners.

N.B. When "Radius B" is set to zero it matches 

"Radius A" to make an even sized tube. When you 
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move "Radius B" off zero it starts making more cone 

shaped curves.

2.2. The Belt Buckle
This tutorial combines a Line with a couple of mesh 

edits to make an evolved model.

Choose the Create Line Tool and draw the curve 

below in the Front view - taking care to overlap the 

centre line.

N.B. I have exagerated the centre lines of the grid to 

make them easier to see.

Next adjust Radius A to thicken the Line.

Now for the mesh tools - pick from the menus at the 

top of the window "Mesh/Mirror".

Mirror always works in the front view across the grid 

centre line.

Next switch to the Perspective view and rotate the 

view (Shortcut: Hold Alt + drag left mouse button)

Choose the Scale Tool (Shortcut: Press 'R').

You should see a colourful manipulator with little 

cubes at the ends.
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Drag the blue cube towards to squash the mesh along 

the Z-Axis (Front to Back).

Here is the finished buckle in 4 views. Note how it is 

flattened out.

3. Blob Tutorials

The Blob is a freeform rounded object made by 

drawing a loop.

3.1. The Sofa

Select the Create Blob Tool and draw the curve below 

in the Left view.

Take care to leave a gap at the end of the loop, and 

not to cross over the curve as you draw (Any 

cross-overs will invalidate the Blob).

Next switch to the Perspective view and experiment 

with the Depth slider on the Object properties.
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The Depth slider extrudes the Blob, while the Bevel 

slider flattens the Blob's ends.

3.2. The Splat
The Blob is capable of making similar shapes to the 

Lathe - but can also make complex flat patterns.

For this Blob I just drew the outline then slightly 

tweaked the "Bevel" to flatten it off.

3.3. Organics
In general, while Blob can roughly make all kinds of 

Organic shape, the Lathe object will make a cleaner 

and rounder mesh. Compare the objects below:
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Blob is handy when you just need a quick shape, or 

you are planning to do a lot of sculpting into it so the 

base mesh does not matter so much.

4. Slab Tutorials

The Slab is a flat "cut-out" shape. Like the Blob you 

draw a Loop taking care not to intersect itself.

4.1. The Guitar

Choose the Create Slab Tool and draw the shape 

below in the front view - taking care to stay one side 

of the centre line.

Next turn on Symmetry in the Object Properties.
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If you want to move or rotate a Symmetrical slab you 

must first 'bake' the curve driven object into a simple 

mesh. Just press 'K' to convert.

While this means you lose access to the control 

curve, you can now freely move and distort the object.

5. Loft Tutorials

The Loft is a square sheet that is useful for cloaks, 

flags and other sheet-like models.

The Loft is also the trickiest primitive to draw as it 

requires several strokes in a certain order to work.

In practice I usually quickly sketch the 3 or 4 strokes 

required then use the curve editing tools afterwards to 

achieve the right shape.

5.1. The Cloak

Select the Create Loft Tool and draw the three 

strokes below in the Front view in the order given 

(Centre,Bottom,Top)
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Next right click on the top and bottom curves and 

rotate them 90 degrees (Press 'E' for rotate tool) 

using the Blue handle in the Left view.

This in turn creates a rippled effect on the cloak.

You could also slightly increase the Depth slider in 

Object Properties to add thickness to the cloak.

5.2. The Fingernail
You can also draw Lofts with 4 curves - one for each 

side of the square sheet.

For example the fingernail below:

After drawing the curves I shaped them with the Soft 

Move tool and improved their shape with 

"Curve/Redraw As.../Ellipse Arc".
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6. Cube Tutorial

Choose the Create Cube Tool and drag in a 3D view 

to set the rough size of your new primitive.

You can adjust the dimensions of the cube with the 

sliders on the Object Properties panel - or with the 

menipulators of the Scale tool (Shortcut: Press 'R' for 

the scale tool).

Also the Bevel slider can be used to adjust how sharp 

or soft the corners look.

7. Cylinder Tutorial

Choose the Create Cylinder tool and draw a line 

roughly the size of your planned cylinder.

Then you can use the Object Properties sliders, or the 

Scale tool manipulators to adjust the new object to the 

right size.
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8. Sphere Tutorial

Choose the Create Sphere Tool and drag in a 3D 

view to create a new sphere.

You can resize or squash the sphere with the Scale 

Tool, or the Size Sliders.

Chapter 2. Using Reference 

Images

1. Smart Backdrops
See Also Backdrops Panel

1.1. Manual Setup
 1) Line up the perspective view roughly where you 

want the backdrop

 2) Choose "View/Load Persp Backdrop" & pick a file

 3) Click on the "Locate Tool" to edit the Backdrop - 

find this near the top of the tools panel, it uses the 

"Orbit Tool" icon at the moment.

 4) This should give you access to move/scale and 

rotate the backdrop with manipulators.

 5) The backdrop is normally only visible from it's own 

special Backdrop View. Switch to Four-View mode, 

then Hold the Left Button over the top right of a view 

(eg: Top View) where it says "3D Views". Pick 
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"Backdrop"

 6) I find it helpful to model in 2-View mode with 

"Overlay Backdrops" turned on, one view being Persp 

and the other Backdrop.

1.2. Lining up Multiple Views
 1) Select "Locate" tool, and choose a Backdrop in the 

panel in the bottom left.

 2) It is best to start with as close you can get to 

"Front" and "Left" oriented backdrops, although it will 

work with any angle.

 3) The general idea is to place Targets in 3D and on 

the 2D images. Then you can manually or 

automatically align the images.

 4) There are 4 kinds of targets accessed with the 

buttons near the top of the Targets Panel.

- Free: No Constraints

- Centre: Constrained to the Centre of the Front View

- Left: Mirrored to the Right when it moves (3D Left 

Target is copied to Right 3D Target)

- Right: Mirrored to the Leftwhen it moves (3D Right 

Target is copied to Left 3D Target)

 5) To place a 3D target, choose the type from the 

Backdrops Panel then press F1 to F9 in a 3D view, 

then do the same in another view (several presses 

might be needed in multiple views to locate a point in 

3D)

 6) To place a 2D target, press 1-9 over the correct 

position on the Backdrop Image in a 3D view - only 

one press is needed to set a 2D Target.

 7) If it goes wrong, and you lose sight of the image, 

press "Reset" to centre the current Backdrop back on 

the origin.

 8) Press "Locate" to Triangulate the 2D Targets to 

the 3D Targets. Press several times till the backdrop 

stops moving.

 9) Ctrl+NumberKey or Ctrl+FunctionKey = Remove a 

Target

 10) Shift+FunctionKey = Refine 3D Target by position 

of 2D Target in multiple images.

 11) Repeat from (5) to improve the position of your 

3D targets to match the images.

Part IV. Feature Reference

Chapter 1. Tool Reference
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1. Toolbox

1.1. Select

Click to Select or Drag to highlight selected. Works on 

objects and curves.

Drag with Shift held down to select several objects at 

once.

Drag with Ctrl to remove objects from a multj 

selection.

N.B. You can also make selections in the Groups 

panel, and multj selections using Shift and Ctrl.

 Shortcut

You can right click and right drag to select an object.

N.B. Some sculpt and paint tools override the right 

button select shortcut (they replace it with an alternate 

sculpt/paint mode)

1.2. Move

Drag to Move item. Works on objects and curves.

Move Handles

Dragging on the coloured arrows will constrain the 

movement to the arrow's direction.

Dragging anywhere else on the screen will move the 

object freely within the view.

1.3. Rotate

Drag to Rotate item around a point. Works on objects 

and curves.
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Rotate Handles

Rotated Object

Drag the little coloured boxes to rotate around fixed 

axes.

Drag anywhere else to rotate the object flat to the 

view.

1.4. Scale

Drag to Scale item. Works on objects and curves.

Uniform Scale

Distorting Scale

Drag on yellow cube to scale uniformly.

Drag on other coloured cubes to distort and stretch 

along an axis.

1.5. Soft Move

Drag to Pull part of the item, deforming the rest 

smoothly. Works on objects and curves.
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You can choose the shape and size of the soft move 

effect using the Tool Controls.

Drag on the white Shape to change from a pointed to 

a flat effect.

Drag on Scale to control the size of the effect on 

Curves.

When you use soft move on Objects the effect size is 

controlled differently - hold Ctrl with soft move active 

and drag in the view to scale the effect.

You can also use the Set Tool Size tool from the 

toolbox.
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1.6. Soft Rotate

Drag to Twist part of the item, deforming the rest 

smoothly. Works on objects and curves.

Twisting a Line with Soft Rotate

See Soft Move for Tool Controls.

1.7. Pan

Drag to move the view.

 Shortcut

Drag while holding down the middle mouse button to 

pan.

1.8. Orbit

Drag to rotate the view around your model.

N.B. Orthogonal views snap back to right-angles.

 Shortcut

Hold Alt and Drag to Rotate View. This shortcut works 

whichever tool is currently selected.

1.9. Zoom

Drag to zoom in and out from your model.
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 Shortcut

Rotate the mouse wheel to zoom.

1.10. Locate Backdrop

Locate Points on Backdrop Images by pressing 

Number Keys. Hold Shift + Number to Locate Point in 

3D

2. Object Creation Tools

2.1. Create Lathe

Draw a C-Shape to spin a rounded object. More 

Curves set shapes for other sides of object.

1 Line Lathe

2 Line Lathe

 See Also: Lathe Tutorial

2.2. Create Line

Draw a Curve to make a long object.
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 See Also: Line Tutorial

2.3. Create Blob

Draw a Loop to create a rounded object.

Make sure the curve does not overlap itself. It should 

end a short distance away from the start point for best 

results.

 See Also: Blob Tutorial

2.4. Create Slab

Draw a Loop to create a flat object.

Make sure the curve does not cross itself. For best 

results the end should be a small distance from the 

start point.

 See Also: Slab Tutorial

2.5. Create Loft

Draw three Curves in a H-Shape (Centre line first) to 

create a thin surface.

Or draw four curves to make a square.

3 curve Loft order
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4 curve Loft order

You can also add depth to a Loft using the Object 

Properties depth slider.

 See Also: Loft Tutorial

2.6. Create Cube

Drag to Create a Cube. The length of your drag in the 

3D view sets the initial size of the Cube.

 See Also: Cube Tutorial

2.7. Create Cylinder

Drag to Create a Cylinder. The length of your drag in 

the 3D view sets the initial size of the Sphere.
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 See Also: Sphere Tutorial

2.8. Create Sphere

Drag to Create a Sphere. The length of your drag in 

the 3D view sets the initial size of the Cylinder.

 See Also: Cylinder Tutorial

3. Curve Tools

3.1. Add Curve

Draw another Curve to shape the current object.

This tool works with Lathe and Loft objects as they 

support multiple curves.

After drawing a new Lathe or Loft this tool is 

automatically selected ready to draw more curves.

Drawing a 2nd curve for a Lathe

3.2. Redraw Curve

Redraw the entire Curve.

Replaces the selected curve with the new one you 

draw.
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3.3. Draw Details

Redraw a small part of the Curve.

Replaces a short segment of the original curve with a 

new drawn curve.

Redrawing part of a curve

3.4. Trim Curve

Click on the Curve to Trim it to that length.

Trims the shorter side of the curve. If you need to trim 

over 50% of the length just cut several shorter 

segments (each shorter than 50% of the curve).

3.5. Straighten Curve Segment

Drag between two points on the Curve to straighten a 

segment.

 Alternative Ruler Styles

You can use this tool with a number of different styles 

apart from Straight. In the Curve menu choose Ruler 

Mode... then pick a style. Each of these will 

automatically redraw a segment of your curve while 

trying to match the style shape.

In the case of Ruler Mode.../Smooth the segment of 

the curve is smoothed. This is useful for controlled 

smoothing of a short part of the curve.

Different Ruler modes for Straighten tool.
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4. Sculpting Tools

4.1. Set Tool Size

Drag to set the brush size for Sculpting and Mesh 

tools.

While using sculpting tools the brush size is shown as 

a dotted ring in the 3D view. The solid inner ring 

shows the falloff of the current brush - with a small 

ring showing a spike shaped brush, and a large ring a 

blunt flat brush.

 Shortcut

Hold Ctrl with a sculpting tool selected and drag to set 

the tool size.

4.2. Add

Sculpt by adding volume to create bumps.

4.3. Sub

Sculpt by subtracting volume to create dents.
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4.4. Inflate

Sculpt by inflating the surface. More rounded effect 

than 'Add'.

4.5. Deflate

Sculpt by deflating the surface. More rounded effect 

than 'Sub'.

4.6. Pull Tubes

Drag out worm shaped extrusions from the mesh 

surface.
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4.7. Pinch

Paint to Tighten and Shrink the surface along the 

stroke.

Pinch tool used on edges to sharpen them up

4.8. Smooth

Paint to smooth the surface. Elastic effect will tend to 

shrink the surface.

4.9. Polish

Paint to polish the surface. Improve surface curvature 

with little change to volume.

Polish has a more subtle effect than Smooth, fixing 

small defects while leaving the overall shape intact.
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4.10. Noise

Paint to Roughen up the surface with random 

displacements.

N.B. For the roughest result you will need to disable 

the automatic polish that smooths out the other 

sculpting tools.

Just untick Polish in the Sculpt Tool Controls.

Sculpting Tool Controls - Polish Checkbox

4.11. Flatten

Paint to flatten the surface.

Flattened Sphere
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4.12. Flatten to View

Paint to flatten the surface towards the current 

viewport.

Flattened Sphere

5. Mask Tools
Masking selects part of a mesh's surface to be 

affected by the subsequent tools and menu 

commands.

You can modify a mask using the Mask Menu

Masks require the object to be a Mesh. You can 

convert the other primitives into Mesh by pressing J.

While a mask is active the surface is coloured yellow 

where selected, and blue in the unselected parts. You 

can disable this colouring with the menu command 

"View/Show Mask".

Press SPACE or menu "Edit/Deselect" to quickly 

remove the mask.

You can also press Delete to remove all masked parts 

of the mesh. This is useful for cutting meshes up.

5.1. Mask Rect

Drag a Rectangle to Mask part of the mesh to edit.

Hold Shift to add to the current masked area.

Hold Ctrl to subtract from the current masked area.

Makes a sharp edge mask - you can use 

"Mask/Smooth" to soften the edge of the masked 

area.
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Using Move Tool on Masked Region

Using Sculpt Tools on Masked Region

5.2. Mask Loop

Drag a Loop to Mask part of the mesh to edit.

Hold Shift to add to the current masked area.

Hold Ctrl to subtract from the current masked area.

Makes a sharp edge mask - you can use 

"Mask/Smooth" to soften the edge of the masked 

area.

5.3. Mask Brush

Paint to Mask part of the mesh to edit.

5.4. Unmask Brush

Paint to Remove Mask from part of the mesh.
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Removing mask from a fully masked sphere.

5.5. Mask Angle

Click to a select surface orientation, and Mask the 

mesh compared to that direction.

This is useful in tandem with the "Limit Mask" tool 

which clamps the mask to a tighter range.

With a Mask tool selected you can use the Right 

Mouse Button as a Shortcut to the Limit tool.

5.6. Mask Dist

Click to Mask mesh by distance to the clicked point.

This is useful in tandem with the "Limit Mask" tool 

which clamps the mask to a tighter range.

With a Mask tool selected you can use the Right 

Mouse Button as a Shortcut to the Limit tool.

It is also useful to select connected parts of a mesh 

when you want to avoid selecting other nearby parts.

In the following example I used Mask Limit and 

"Mask/Dome" to add contrast to the masked region.
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Selecting by distance on a knot

5.7. Mask AngleDist

Click to Mask nearby parts of a Mesh with a similar 

orientation.

This tool gives the tightest selection as it is controlled 

both by distance on the surface and surface angle.

It is handy for selecting flat planes in a model.

5.8. Mask Limit

Click to crop a smooth Mask to the clicked value. 

Useful for shrinking a Mask.

With a Mask tool selected you can use the Right 

Mouse Button as a Shortcut to the Limit tool.

Using Limit to shrink a mask

You can achieve the opposite effect (enlarging the 

masked area) by first using "Mask/Invert", then using 

the Limit tool, then inverting back again.

Inverted Mask Limit

Using regular and inverted Limits together increases 

your mask's contrast and gives you exact control of 

the mask's falloff.
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Using Limit to shape mask falloff for a bend

6. Painting Tools

6.1. Paint Texture Map

Paint on the Active Texture Map in 2D or 3D 

viewports.

Primitives in Curvy are set up with simple UVs (The 

texture coordinates that describe which part of the 

texture maps to which part of the model's surface).

Left click on one of the Texture icons to choose which 

of an object's maps to paint on.

See Also: Texture Map Types

N.B. To see the texture in a separate view choose 

"View/View Layout" and for example 2 or 4 views. 

Then hold down Left Mouse Button in the top right of 

a view on "Texture" and choose which map you would 

like to view.

Hold down Left Mouse Button on the Colour type and 

pick Paint to set the painting colour.

6.2. Smooth Texture Map

Smudge the Active Texture Map in 2D or 3D 

viewports.

6.3. Pick Colour

Pick a colour from the Active Texture Map in 2D or 3D 

viewports.

Left click on the texture view, or in the 3D view to 

sample the current texture map's colour there and set 

the "Paint" colour.
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6.4. Paint Surface Colour

Paint Colour on Mesh (No Texture Required)

Object shown above in wireframe (Press A) to 

demonstrate that surface colour is set at the corners 

of each triangle on the mesh. This is different to 

texture mapping which sets a colour at each pixel of 

the texture image.

When Automatic Subdivision is turned on Curvy will 

add mesh detail where you use a small brush to paint 

the surface.

6.5. Smooth Surface Colour

Smudge the Colour of the Mesh

Chapter 2. View Reference

1. View Management
Views let you see your 3D models and 2D image 

maps. Around the corners of each view are view 

controls.

1.1. View Layout
Curvy defaults to a single perspective view, but often 

it is convenient to switch to a "Front/Left/Top" 4 view 

arrangement.

1 View Layout

4 View Layout

You can toggle between 1 and 4 views by simple 

clicking the little square in the top left.

Or choose a different view layout holding down the 

LMB on the little square in the very top left of each 

view.
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The image below shows the view layout popup. Drag 

over the layout you want and release the button.

Layout Select in top left of view

You can pick which view appears where by picking 

from the three menus in the top right of each view.

In the above image I held down the LMB on "Texture" 

to choose the "Curvy Map" view.

You can choose one of the 3D Views, a Lightmap or a 

Texture Map to view from these menus.

1.2. View Menu
The name of the view appears in the top left, hold the 

LMB on this name to open a quick view menu.

This menu lets you load and clear a background 

image for each view, which is very useful for 

modelling from photos and sketches.

Choosing Overlay Background makes your 

background visible through any objects you may have 

drawn, this helps line things up.

Reset View puts the view back to it's default zoom, 

pan, and orientation: centering on the background 

and the centre of your 3D scene.

1.3. Activity Menu
The name of the current Activity appears in the 

bottom right, hold the LMB on this to open a quick 

activity menu. This menu is an alternative to using the 

menus at the top of the screen, and can be handy to 

speed your workflow.

Here I have no objects selected so the Activity Menu 

defaults to the File Activity where I can load and save 

objects and record scripts.
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The Curve activity has several useful commands for 

redrawing the current curve.

2. 3D Views

3.  Views let you look at your 

model from different angles.
All of the 3D views apart from Perspective are fixed to 

a single orientation - these are orthogonal views 

which means they are not distorted by perspective, 

objects in the distance are the same size on screen 

as objects close to the viewer. On the other hand, the 

Perspective view distorts objects naturally, close 

objects look bigger on screen than distant objects, 

also you can Orbit the model in this view and it will not 

snap back.

All of Curvy's tools can work in the 3D views, 

including painting tools which paint directly onto your 

3D models.

4. Painting Views
These are flat two dimensional views of images, 

textures and lightmaps. These views show images as 

they will appear when exported and loaded into a 

traditional 2D painting program.

Only a few of Curvy's tools work in the painting views, 

these are Paint Brush, Smooth Brush, Pick Colour, 

Pan and Zoom. If you have a chosen a 3D only tool, 

your cursor will automatically swap out to a Paint 

Brush cursor when you move it over a 2D painting 

view.

Chapter 3. Panel Reference

1. Panel Overview
The panels on the left and right sides of the Curvy 

window hold useful tools and controls for sculpting.

Panel Controls

Drag with the Left Mouse Button on the Drag Grip to 

move the panel. If you move the panel off to the left or 

the right of the window it will automatically dock with 

the other panels there. This helps to keep your panels 

tidy.

If you press TAB all the panels will hide themselves - 

apart from any you have Pinned. To Pin a panel just 

click it's Pin icon.

You can hide a single panel by clicking the Close 

icon. To unhide a single panel make sure you have 

not TAB hidden everything and either choose the 
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panel from the "View: Panels..." Menu.

If you are using a monitor with a small screen-height 

(eg. A widescreen laptop) some of the panels might 

be hiding off the bottom of your screen. To find them 

just drag and undock the panels above them.

2. Toolbox Panel
The tools panel provides easy access to Curvy's 

tools.

The Toolbox Panel

Left click on a tool icon to select a tool to use.

If the tool icon is dimmed out you will need to select 

the right type of object before it will be ready to use. 

For example the curve tools usually require a curve to 

be selected, and the sculpt tools require a selected 

mesh.

See also: Individual Tool Reference

This panel is divided into sections:

 Toolbox

The top section has general purpose tools, like 

selection, movement, and view controls.

Toolbox Tools Reference

 Objects

Next come a set of tools for making new objects.

Typically you would choose one of these tools then 

draw a stroke in the main 3D viewport to instantly 

create a new object.

Objects Tools Reference

 Curves

These tools are specifically used to draw and edit the 

3D curves that Curvy uses to define primitives.

Curves Tools Reference
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 Sculpt

Sculpting tools are used like brushes painting on the 

surface of your 3D model, but instead of painting 

colour they paint bumps and grooves and other 

deformations onto the surface.

Sculpt Tools Reference

 Mask

The mask tools let you select part of a mesh surface 

for further editing and sculpting.

Mask Tools Reference

 Paint

The painting tools let you paint on texture maps, and 

also on the vertex colours of a mesh.

Paint Tools Reference

3. Tool Controls Panel
The Tool Controls panel adapts to the currently 

selected tool with slightly different options. The 

common controls are described below followed by the 

tool-specific variations.

3.1. Common Controls

 Shape

Drag on the white Shape to change from a pointed to 

a flat effect. This controls the falloff of your brush or 

tool.

3.1.1. Check boxes

 Mirror

Turn on to sculpt on left & right side of your model at 

once. Duplicates the effect of sculpt tools to both 

sides of your model. 
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 Polish

Smooths and evens out the mesh as you sculpt. Very 

helpful when sculpting an Adaptive Subdivision Mesh. 

You might want to turn this off to get a crisper result 

with Noise and Pinch sculpting tools.

 Divide

Turn on to use Automatic Subdivision while sculpting 

to add mesh detail where needed.

N.B. Requires an ASMesh and is not active when 

sculpting a regular Mesh.

You can tell which kind of mesh you have by looking 

at the bottom right of the viewport, and can convert to 

ASMesh by pressing J.

ASMesh selected

 Manipulators

Turn off to hide the transformation widgit. 

Move/Rotate/Scale will still work, but without the 

precise control of the widgit.

 Wireframe

View your mesh as edges and triangles. Handy when 

you need to reduce parts of the mesh during 

sculpting.

Shortcut Press A to toggle wireframe.

 Outline

Display a thick border around the currently selected 

object. Helpful when the object is partly obscured by 

other meshes.

 Mask

View the masked areas of your model in bright Yellow 

& Blue. Turn off to hide mask colours - but the mask 

will still work just the same.

 Grid

Draws grid lines in the 3D view to help get a sense of 

orientation. Also clamps curve drawing to the grid 

plane.
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3.1.2. Buttons

 Smooth

Smooths the current curve or mesh. Adjusts the 

shape to create a smooth result.

 Relax

Spaces triangles evenly on the surface of a mesh, 

with minimal change to the overall shape.

 Polish

Evens out curvature. Subtly improves the flow of a 

mesh's surface.

3.2. Soft Move Controls

 Scale

Controls the size of the soft move tool's effect on 

Curves. Set as a percentage of the length of the 

curve.

Defaults to 100%. This lets you move the whole curve 

- while leaving the endpoints still. Or if you drag an 

endpoint moves the whole curve with the opposite 

end still.

N.B. For soft move of meshes Scale is set by the 

Sculpting Tool Size

3.3. Sculpt Controls

 Intensity

Strength of the tool as you draw on the surface. This 

is also modified by the Tool Size, so for example 

sculpting with 1/2 Size Tool by default produces 1/2 

the displacement.

Some tools become unstable if Intensity is too high, 

e.g. Inflate works best with an intensity under 25%.

 Pinch

As well as the dedicated Pinch Tool, you can make 

the other sculpt tools Pinch as you draw. This is great 

for adding creases with the Sub tool.

3.4. Paint Controls Panel
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 Size

When using the texture paint tool, Size refers to the 

radius of the brush in pixels on the texture image.

 Opacity

Opacity controls the flow of paint onto the image - 

much like an airbrush.

4. Object Properties Panel

This panel changes slightly when different Primitives 

are selected. For more information see Object 

Tutorials.

 Name

Left click on the name of your object at the top of the 

panel to type in a new name.

Press Backspace after clicking the name to clear the 

old name ready to type in a new one.

Press Enter to confirm the new name.

4.1. Texture Maps

 Texture Map Icon

Left click on the icon to select it for painting. A little 

paintbrush icon shows which texture is current.

Hold the left button on the icon to choose from 

currently loaded images.

Right click on the icon to open an image from a file.

A Lock icon means this texture is unchanged since 

the last save. As soon as you paint on a locked 

image, a copy is made for editing and this will be 

saved to a new file when you save the scene. 

4.1.1. Base Colour

Painting on Base Colour

The Base Colour or Diffuse controls the basic colour 

of a model, much like painting with matte paint.
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4.1.2. Highlight Colour

The Highlight Colour or Specular controls the shiny 

highlights on a model. Paint with shades of dark grey 

to "dirty up" the model and remove highlights, or paint 

with brighter colours to emulate shiny and metalic 

surfaces.

4.1.3. Curvy Map

The Curvy Map or Displacement Map distorts the 

surface of your model.

This is particularly useful in combination with loading 

existing images from your texture library to quickly 

add surface detail to a model.

Compare Base and Curvy textures with loaded image.

 Curvy Displacement Slider

The slider next to the Curvy Map sets the amount of 

displacement. When in the middle the displacement is 

zero, to the right of centre displacement is positive, 

and to the left displacement is negative. You can also 

right click the slider and enter a numeric value.

4.1.4. Bump Map
The Bump Map is similar to the Curvy Map in that it 

appears to distort the surface - but in the case of the 

bump map the distortion does not actually move the 

mesh, it just creates an illusion of bumps and dents 

on the surface.

It is useful to add fine details to a model's surface.
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 Bump Intensity Slider

The slider next to the Bump Map sets the strength of 

the effect. You can also right click the slider and enter 

a numeric value.

4.2. Resolution
The number below Resolution shows the triangle 

count for the current object.

The Resolution slider is active with Lathe/Line/Loft 

primitives and lets you adjust the number of triangles 

in the model.

The other primitives and all mesh objects have fixed 

triangle counts - but you can still adjust them using 

the Reduce and Refine commands from the mesh 

menu.

4.3. Check Boxes

4.3.1. Symmetry
This is a Primitive modifier that takes effect on 

Lathe/Blob/Slab objects.

On Lathes it effectively mirrors the 3rd curve to the 

other side of curves 1 and 2 to make a symmetrical 

model. See Lathe Tutorial.

On Blob and Slab it mirrors the curve drawn from left 

to right, and creates a symmetrical object.

N.B. Symmetry takes place in the front view over the 

grid centre line. To move a symmetrical object away 

from the centre convert to a mesh first (Press K).
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4.3.2. Fog
Turn on to enable smooth blending with material and 

texture Alpha channels.

You can load tga files with alpha as "Base Colour" 

and "Base Light". By default Fog is turned off and the 

surface will be drawn with a sharp edge wherever 

alpha is less than 50%

But with Fog turned on the result is a smooth effect.

4.3.3. Glow
When Glow is turned on the model is rendered like an 

additive layer.

4.3.4. Double Sided
Objects in Curvy are rendered as a thin surface layer. 

For solid objects Curvy only needs to draw the outer 

side of this layer.

However for sheet-like objects (eg: A Loft without 

depth) Curvy needs to draw both sides of the surface.

This check box lets you toggle drawing of the "inside" 

side of the surface.

This can also be helpful when using Fog and Glow as 

you will often want to see through the surface to the 

inside.

Double Sided On

Double Sided Off

N.B. To swap the inside/outside surfaces over you 
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can use "Mesh/Reverse Surface".

4.3.5. Cap Ends
For Lathes - if the curves do not meet at either end of 

a Lathe you can let Curvy fill in with an End Cap, or 

leave the object open.

4.3.6. Rounded
For Lathes and Lines - where a Lathe's curves do not 

meet at a point, and for all Line objects this check box 

determines the style of the ends of the object.

This has a slightly different effect on Line objects 

where the end becomes fully rounded into a 

hemi-sphere, whereas the Lathe gets a smooth 

looking, flat cap.

5. Current Material Panel
The material panel lets you setup the overall lighting 

and colours for your object.

Curvy uses image based lighting through lightmaps. 

These allow for both realistic and stylised lighting 

simply by loading images.

Each type of lighting has a icon to pick an image (Left 

drag to pick from active images, Right click to load 

from disk). And a colour swatch to set the colour for 

that lighting layer. Left click the swatch and edit the 

colour using the colour panel.

The sliders next to Base and Highlight rotate the 
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lightmap on the object.

 Alpha

The alpha bar controls the translucency/opacity of the 

object. By default this appears as two black and white 

sections representing a sharp cut between visible and 

invisible parts of a model. Turn on the "Object 

Properties" check box "Fog" to switch this for a 

smooth grey gradient, and allow smooth transitions of 

translucency.

6. Colour Panel
The Colour Panel lets you adjust colours within Curvy.

Hold down left mouse on the panel name to pick 

which colour to edit. Note: the selected colour will 

change automatically as you use different tools, or 

select from the material panel's swatches.

N.B. You can also choose to edit the view background 

colour from this menu.

Drag the Red/Green/Blue sliders to change the 

colour.

You can also drag on the rainbow and saturation 

rectangles below the sliders to pick a colour.

Finally you can left click on the square colour swatch 

to open the default windows colour editor.

7. Smart Backdrops Panel
Smart Backdrops in Curvy is a method to line up 

several photos of a single object ready to sculpt from 

them as references.

See Also Smart Backdrop Tutorial

Ideally you would sculpt from exact Front/Side/Top 

references but sometimes these are not available, 

and instead you have a group of photos from various 

angles and distances.

Using smart backdrops you mark the photos with 

image targets, and try and find matching 3D targets in 

your scene.

On the Backdrops panel, below the buttons, is a list of 

images you have loaded. Just click to select which 

you want to activate.

The active image is rendered in the special "Backdrop 

View" which you can choose from the "3D View" 

menu in the top right of a viewport.
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 Load

Loads a new Backdrop from an image on disk.

 Reset

Moves the Backdrop image back to the centre. Useful 

if it is badly distorted by accident.

 Locate

Uses image and 3D targets to try and locate the best 

position for the backdrop in space, to match the 

targets.

7.1. Targets
 3D targets are placed by pressing F1 to F9 with the 

mouse in the right location on a 3D view.

Image targets are placed after selecting a backdrop, 

by pressing 1 to 9 keys with th emouse in location 

over the image.

Once placed image and 3D targets are linked with a 

line to show their connection.

 Free

Select "Free Targets" to place. These are single 

points anywhere in space.

 Centre

Select "Centre Targets" to place. These targets are 

forced to lie on the centre line - useful when you know 

your reference has a strong symmetry about the 

middle.

 Left

Select "Left Targets" to place. These are paired with a 

"Right Target", and forced to be symmetrical. Again 

useful if you know your reference has symmetries.

 Right

As for "Left" but controls the flip side of the symmetry.

8. Layers Panel

Hidden by default use "View/Panels.../Layers" to show 

this panel.

The Layers panel provides a shorthand way to work 

with sets of objects. 

Layers are useful to divide a complex scene up into 

manageble parts. For instance all your background 

models could be put in one layer, you you can easily 

hide them all while working on the foreground models.

Each little grey rectangle represents a layer. Each 

object is assigned to a layer by right clicking on one of 

the grey rectangles while the object is selected. A 

layer is hidden and unhidden by left clicking.
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 Using Layers

The current selected object is in the Active Layer 

represented by a vertical white bar.

Layers with Objects in have a horizontal white bar.

Hidden layers are displayed in dark grey.

You can Show, Hide and Select layers by number 

using the white text buttons, just drag on each to open 

a layer menu.

9. Groups Panel
The Groups panel lets you organise your scene into 

groups, gives you alternative means to select and 

hide objects, and is also used to prepare models for 

certain sculpting operations.

Drag the left mouse over the 'eye' or 'freeze' icons of 

several objects to hide/show freeze/unfreeze multiple 

at once.

Icons in groups panel

To make a group drag from one object's name to over 

another object's name. The dragged from item 

becomes a child of the dragged to item.

You can right click on the parent of a group to close 

the group and hide the children from the groups list. A 

closed group has a + while an open group has a -.

Moving the parent in a 3D view will move all the 

children too. Likewise you can copy and paste the 

parent to duplicate the whole group.

Several menu commands require a group to be setup 

first - these tend to include "Group", "Parent", or 

"Child" in the name.

When you have more objects than will fit in the list 

view, use the mouse wheel to scroll, or drag with the 

left mouse on the far right side of the list box to scroll.
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10. Status Panel
The status panel sits along the bottom of the window. 

It prompts with tips about the current tool, and on the 

right hand side has a reminder of keyboard shortcuts 

that work with the current tool.

Chapter 4. Menu Reference

1. File Menu

1.1. New
Clear the current scene and start a new project.

1.2. Open...  Ctrl+O
Load a ".cvy" file to replace the current scene.

1.3. Save...
Save a ".cvy" file. This will also save any modified 

textures alongside the curvy file.

1.4. Save Selected...
Save out part of your scene. Only selected objects 

are saved to file.

1.5. Merge...
Load a saved scene and add it to the existing scene.

1.6. Import...
Load an ".obj" file and add it to the existing scene.

1.7. Export...
Saves the whole scene in ".obj" format. This format is 

suitable for loading in various other 3D programs.

  N.B. Curvy's curve and sketch based objects are 

converted to plain triangle meshes when they are 

exported.

1.8. Export Selected...
Saves the selected objects in ".obj" format with 

materials in a ".mtl" file. This format is suitable for 

loading in various other 3D programs.

1.9. Export Sculpties
Saves the objects in the scene as ".BMP" files 

suitable for loading into Second Life as Sculpties. 

  N.B. The export process only works with simple 

Lathe, Loft and Line objects that haven't been 

sculpted into or had mesh commands applied. They 

require clean and simple UV mapping to export 

correctly.
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1.10. Exit
Quits the Curvy application.

2. Edit Menu

2.1. Undo  Ctrl+Z
Undo the last action

2.2. Cut  Ctrl+X
Cut the selected object or group and put it on the 

Clipboard

2.3. Copy  Ctrl+C
Copy the selected object or group and put it on the 

Clipboard

2.4. Paste  Ctrl+V
Insert the object or group on the Clipboard

2.5. Paste Mirrored  Ctrl+L
Paste a mirrored copy from the clipboard.

The pasted object is mirrored about the centreline of 

the front view.

2.6. Deselect  SPACE
Deselect the active selected curve, mask or object.

2.7. Select Previous  PageUp
Cycle through the objects in the scene.

2.8. Select Next  PageDown
Cycle through the objects in the scene in reverse 

order.

2.9. Delete  Delete
Delete the current masked region, curve, or objects.

2.10. Toggle Tool Add/Sub  \
Swap between opposite versions of related brushes.

Handy when sculpting with a tablet and you don't 

have easy access to the right mouse button.

2.11. Mirror Sculpt Brushes
Turn on to sculpt on left & right side of your model at 

once. Duplicates the effect of sculpt tools to both 

sides of your model. 
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2.12. Auto Polish
Smooths and evens out the mesh as you sculpt. Very 

helpful when sculpting an Adaptive Subdivision Mesh. 

You might want to turn this off to get a crisper result 

with Noise and Pinch sculpting tools.

2.13. Auto Divide
Turn on to use Automatic Subdivision while sculpting 

to add mesh detail where needed.

N.B. Requires an ASMesh and is not active when 

sculpting a regular Mesh.

You can tell which kind of mesh you have by looking 

at the bottom right of the viewport, and can convert to 

ASMesh by pressing J.

ASMesh selected

3. View Menu

3.1. View Layout
Pick an arrangement of views to model with. By 

default Curvy starts with a single viewport, but for 

precise editing it is often handy to use 4 views at 

once, and for copying a reference 2 views is useful.

1 View Layout

4 View Layout
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3.2. Panels
Toggle visibility of any of Curvy's panels.

3.3. Quick Hide Panels  TAB
Hide or show all unpinned panels.

Useful for maximizing the size of the main 3D 

viewports, while hiding unused panels.

3.4. Frame Selected  F
Move the view to frame the currently selected objects.

Unframed

Frame Selected

3.5. Frame All  Shift+F
Move the view to frame all objects.

Unframed

Frame All

3.6. Reset All Views
Sets all views back to their starting position and 

rotation.
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3.7. Load Persp Backdrop
Loads an image for use with Smart Backdrops.

See Also Smart Backdrop Tutorial

3.8. Wireframe  A
View your mesh as edges and triangles. Handy when 

you need to reduce parts of the mesh during 

sculpting.

3.9. Grid
Draws grid lines in the 3D view to help get a sense of 

orientation. Also clamps curve drawing to the grid 

plane.

3.10. Overlay Backdrop  F9
Choosing Overlay Background makes your 

background visible through any objects you may have 

drawn, this helps line things up.

3.11. Opaque Backdrop
Turning Opaque Backdrop on makes the background 

image cover up your models entirely. This is helpful 

when you have more than one viewport open and 

want a clear view of a reference image in one view 

while you sculpt in another.

3.12. Show Curvature
For Adaptive Subdivision Meshes this option shades 

your model to exaggerate curvature.

When used on a default material it will appear 

over-exposed and too bright. To get the most from the 

curvature enhancement use a flat white base 

lightmap, and a dark orange base colour.

3.13. Outline Selected
Turn on to draw a thick outline around selected 

objects.

See below the outline is visible through other objects 

making it easier to locate objects in a busy scene.
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3.14. Show Mask
Toggle the bright yellow&blue rendering of masked 

meshes. When turned off the mask will still take 

effect, it just won't be visible.

3.15. Show Edit Curves
Hides the curves that are usually visible on 

Lathe/Line/Loft objects.

3.16. Show Centre Lines
Draws a curved centre line in the middle of Lathe 

objects.

3.17. Expert GUI
Hides the controls in view corners. Along with Quick 

Hide Panels this lets you clear the whole window for 

clutter free editing.

3.18. Use Shaders
By default Curvy tries to use hardware accellerated 

graphics to get the best rendering. If your computer 

can't support this Curvy reverts to a simpler rendering 

style.

3.19. Render Shadows
If your graphics cards supports it Curvy renders a 

shadow in the viewports to enhance their 3D look and 

help locate objects in space.

This option lets you turn off shadows.

3.20. Use Pixel Shader 3.0
Advanced graphics cards support higher quality 

rendering. If you are experiencing graphical glitches 

you can try turning this switch off for simpler 

rendering.

3.21. Save View
You can save the Perspective view to disk using this 

command.

Normally the "Print Screen" button on your keyboard 

is enough to grab images out of Curvy - but for higher 

resolutions and an alpha channel use Curvy's built in 

screenshots.

You can pick BMP or TGA from the bottom of the 

save menu "Save As Type".

BMP files are saved as simple RGB, while TGA files 

include an alpha channel that lets you use the 

screenshot as a "cut-out" layer in paint programs.

Screenshot 1:1 saves the image at normal screen 

resolution. Screenshot x2 to x5 saves the screen 2 to 

5 times bigger. These Hi-Res screenshots look best if 

AntiAliasing is disabled in your Graphics Card's 

options.
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4. Object Menu

4.1. Paste Object Properties  Ctrl+D
Paste all object properties apart from the name onto 

this object from the object on the Clipboard.

4.2. Paste Material  Ctrl+F
Paste lightmaps, colours and the detail map onto this 

object from the object on the Clipboard.

4.3. Group
Turns the selection into a group, with the last selected 

object as Parent (More than one object required)

4.4. Ungroup
Strips the selected object of all its children.

4.5. Lathe Symmetry  M
This is a Primitive modifier that takes effect on 

Lathe/Blob/Slab objects.

On Lathes it effectively mirrors the 3rd curve to the 

other side of curves 1 and 2 to make a symmetrical 

model. See Lathe Tutorial.

On Blob and Slab it mirrors the curve drawn from left 

to right, and creates a symmetrical object.

N.B. Symmetry takes place in the front view over the 

grid centre line. To move a symmetrical object away 

from the centre convert to a mesh first (Press K).
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4.6. Fog
Turn on to enable smooth blending with material and 

texture Alpha channels.

You can load tga files with alpha as "Base Colour" 

and "Base Light". By default Fog is turned off and the 

surface will be drawn with a sharp edge wherever 

alpha is less than 50%

But with Fog turned on the result is a smooth effect.

4.7. Glow
When Glow is turned on the model is rendered like an 

additive layer.

4.8. Double Sided
Objects in Curvy are rendered as a thin surface layer. 

For solid objects Curvy only needs to draw the outer 

side of this layer.

However for sheet-like objects (eg: A Loft without 

depth) Curvy needs to draw both sides of the surface.

This check box lets you toggle drawing of the "inside" 

side of the surface.

This can also be helpful when using Fog and Glow as 

you will often want to see through the surface to the 

inside.

Double Sided On

Double Sided Off

N.B. To swap the inside/outside surfaces over you 
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can use "Mesh/Reverse Surface".

4.9. Cap Ends
For Lathes - if the curves do not meet at either end of 

a Lathe you can let Curvy fill in with an End Cap, or 

leave the object open.

4.10. Rounded Bevel
For Lathes and Lines - where a Lathe's curves do not 

meet at a point, and for all Line objects this check box 

determines the style of the ends of the object.

This has a slightly different effect on Line objects 

where the end becomes fully rounded into a 

hemi-sphere, whereas the Lathe gets a smooth 

looking, flat cap.

4.11. Hide  H
Toggle hiding this object and its children
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5. Curve Menu

5.1. Smooth  S
Gently smooth out a curve.

5.2. Smooth More  Ctrl+S
Strong smooth effect on a curve.

5.3. Clone
Make a clone of this curve in place. You will need to 

move the new curve away from the original to see 

them separately.

5.4. Mirror Clone
Duplicates and mirrors the new curve.

Whereas "M" symmetry creates a virtual fourth line for 

a lathe object, Mirror Clone can be used to create a 

real fourth line opposite the third, and since this 

avoids using symmetry the map can be different on 

either side of the model.

5.5. Redraw As...
Redraws an entire curve to fit a precise shape.

To make accurate geometric curves and perfect 

spheres and ellipses use these commands to turn 

rough shapes into exact curves. Redraw As... 

Semi-Circle is especially useful for making spheres, 

Redraw As... Straight-Line helps make flat planes out 

of loft objects.

5.6. Ruler Mode...
Sets the style of the Straighten Curve Segment 

(Ruler) tool.

Drag over a portion of a curve to redraw it in the 

chosen style.

5.7. Draw Smooth Lines
By default curvy applies heavy smoothing to each 

drawn curve.

5.8. Draw Precise Lines
Choose this option to allow raw unsmoothed curve 

drawing.

6. Mesh Menu

6.1. Smooth  S
Gently smooth out a whole mesh.

For more control, use the Sculpting Smooth Tool to 

smooth a small part of the model. 

6.2. Relax  Ctrl+R
Spaces triangles evenly on the surface of a mesh, 

with minimal change to the overall shape.
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6.3. Polish  Shift+R
Evens out curvature. Subtly improves the flow of a 

mesh's surface.

6.4. Reduce
Simplifies the current object to match a desired 

triangle count compared to the original.

Reduce also works on masked regions of a mesh. 

This is handy when you want to tweak the surface 

while sculpting.

Masked Reduce

6.5. Refine by Edge Length
Adds new triangles to increase the resolution of a 

mesh. (Also works on masked surface).

Triangles distributed evenly over the model.

6.6. Refine by Curvature
Adds new triangles to increase the resolution of a 

mesh.

Triangles focussed on the sharpest corners and 

grooves of the model. Tends to concentrate around 

details.
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6.7. Refine Mask Gradient
Adds new triangles to increase resolution along the 

edge of a masked area.

This is useful in preparation to distorting or rotating 

the selection to make sure there is enough resolution 

to make the transition smooth.

6.8. Mirror
Makes the mesh symmetrical by copying Left to Right 

in the Front view.

N.B. The grid is slightly brighter along the centre line.

6.9. Explode
A mesh can include disconnected parts. Explode 

turns those parts into separate objects in Curvy.

6.10. Join
Opposite to Explode this command makes one mesh 

out of the selected objects.

The actual geometry is not affected and you can 

always reverse this with an "Explode".

N.B. The new joined mesh has a single material.

6.11. Weld to Parent
This command takes two meshes and turns them into 

a single surface.

To use first overlap the two meshes you want to weld.

Then make the simpler mesh a Child of the other by 

dragging it's name onto the other in the Groups Panel.

Next make sure you have the child selected (as 

shown above) and use "Mesh/Weld to Parent".

The result should be a seamless surface with the 

welded part left masked.

It is often helpful to use Smooth or Relax on the weld 

to even it out.
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Finally press SPACE to remove the mask ready to 

continue sculpting.

6.12. Cut from Parent
This works similarly to Weld to Parent but the child 

object is effectively subtracted from the parent.

You can use this to cut holes straight through 

meshes, or just cut an impression of one object in 

another.

6.13. Delete Masked
This removes all parts of a mesh that have been 

masked.

6.14. Stitch Holes
This attempts to find pairs of holes in a mesh and 

joins them up.

For example there are two holes either side of this 

U-Shape. Stitching bridges the gaps between them.

After stitching the new part of the mesh is left masked 

for easy smooth/relax.

N.B. If you are having trouble with "Weld" then 

deleting & stitching is a good fallback for smoothly 

joining meshes.

6.15. Cap Holes
Cap Holes finds and fills holes in a mesh, again 

leaving the new surfaces masked for easy smoothing.

This is useful after deleting part of a mesh, and also 

helpful if Curvy has accidentally left a hole in your 

model after another mesh command.

6.16. Reverse Surface
By default curvy assumes meshes are closed 

surfaces and only renders the outside surface.

Reverse Surface swaps inside/outside and renders 

the flip side of an object.

Also note the "Double Sided" checkbox which makes 

both sides visible at once.
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N.B. Some mesh operations assume a consistant 

"outside" on multiple objects. Reversing an object can 

make it act "inside out", eg. An "add" might act like a 

"subtract" while using a reversed object.

6.17. Voxel Merge All
The Voxel commands reskin a number of objects with 

an even grid of triangles.

This is an alternative way of compositing meshes to 

"Weld" & "Cut" and has its own strengths and 

weaknesses.

Voxel Merge All remeshes the whole scene.

The example mesh above shows the merge with two 

different settings for Voxel Merge Properties.

The result of a merge is often improved by using 

Smooth and Relax to even out the triangles.

6.18. Voxel Merge Group
Same as "Merge All" but only includes the selected 

group of objects.

[Drag objects onto each other in the Groups Panel to 

group]

6.19. Voxel Intersect Group
Produces a mesh from the shared volumes of a group 

of models.

See below - only the parts of the objects that lie within 

both the cube and the sphere are kept.

6.20. Voxel Subtract Children
Produces a mesh from parts of the Parent that are not 

inside a Child object.

Essentially cuts away each of the children from the 

parent.
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6.21. Voxel Merge Properties
Choose a preset voxel density or enter your own 

voxel size.

N.B. Fine/Small voxels can create extremely high 

triangle counts, use the lowest voxel detail possible 

for a smoother mesh.

Also note - if the voxels are smaller than the incoming 

triangles you will be able to see distinct edges/ridges 

in the result. In that case you can try increasing the 

resolution of the incoming objects to match the 

outgoing voxel size.

6.22. Fit to...
Adjusts the masked region of a mesh to fit a target 

style.

e.g. Below I have selected the top of this head mesh, 

and added a sphere as a child object.

The results of each kind of fit are shown.

 Plane Ortho

Matches the mesh to a vertical or horizontal flat plane.

 Plane

Matches the mesh to a flat plane in any direction 

(picks the best match).

 Sphere

Matches the mesh to a portion of a sphere.

 Quadric

Matches the mesh to a domed or ellipsoid shape.
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 Child Objects (Inflate)

Pushes the mesh surface out to match the child 

object.

 Child Objects (Cutter)

Pulls the mesh surface in to match the child object.

6.23. Convert to Normal Mesh  K
Normal Meshes do not support Adaptive Subdivision. 

Sometimes it is useful to convert to this kind of mesh 

to be sure you won't add any more triangles to the 

mesh during sculpting.

6.24. Convert to Adaptive 

Subdivision Mesh  J
Adaptive Subdivision Meshes divide and increase in 

resolution as you sculpt.

N.B. You can tell which king of mesh you have 

selected by the name in the bottom right of the 

viewport. "ASMesh" means you have an Adaptive 

Subdivision Mesh selected.

7. Surface Menu

7.1. Colour Smooth
Blurs out surface colours over the mesh.

7.2. Mask -> Colour
Converts the current mask into a greyscale colour on 

the surface.

7.3. Colour Flood Fill
Uses the current Paint colour to fill the entire mesh's 

surface.
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7.4. Colour Clear
Floods the surface with white, clearing the effect of 

surface colour.

7.5. Ambient Occlusion
Shades the surface with soft shadows where there 

are cracks and crevases in the mesh .

7.6. Ambient Smooth
Evens out the ambient occlusion shading, blurring the 

edges to make it look smoother.

7.7. Ambient Clear
Clears the ambient colour channel to white.

8. Mask Menu

8.1. Reselect
If you have deselected a mask this command will 

reactivate the last mask you used on the model.

8.2. Smooth
Slightly blurs the edge of the masked area.

8.3. Smooth More
Heavily blurs the masked area.

8.4. Invert
Swaps masked and unmasked areas of the mesh.

8.5. Solarise
Selects the boundary between masked and 

unmasked regions.
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8.6. Shapes
The "Mask by Distance" tool gives a linear falloff. By 

changing the contrast and distribution of the mask 

other shape falloffs are possible.

 Half

Re-Masks only the top 50% of the original mask.

 Spike

Darkens to the mask resulting in a sharp point falloff 

curve.

 Dome

Brightens the mask producing a hemisphere shape 

falloff.

 Bell

Adds contrast to the mask, resunting in a bell shaped 

falloff.

 Saturate

Turns any part of the mesh even slightly masked to a 

full masked version. useful for turning a soft mask into 

a sharp edged one.

8.7. Mask by Curvature
Sets mask value from the shape of the surface, with 

the sharpest spikes and creases most selected, and 

the deepest pits and sharpest crevaces left 

unmasked.

Above shown with "Surface/Mask->Colour" on the 

right.
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8.8. Mask Interior
Masks parts of the mesh that lie inside other parts - 

overlapping parts of the mesh.

This is useful for cutting up meshes.

8.9. Mask From Children
Masks the part of a mesh that lies inside a child of 

that mesh.

Again, useful for clipping bits of a mesh ready for 

Stitching.

8.10. Mask Boundary
Masks edges of a mesh. Typically masks a loop 

around any holes in the mesh.

This can be helpful in detecting holes in the mesh.

9. Texture Menu

9.1. Open...
Loads a new texture into the current material texture 

slot (marked by a paintbrush).

9.2. Save...
Saves the current texture to file.

9.3. Reload Maps
Loads all textures from file. eg. If you have changed 

some images externally and want to refresh them in 

Curvy.
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9.4. Flood Fill
Fill the current image with the Paint colour.

9.5. UV Relax  Shift+T
Relaxes the texture coordinates on your model to give 

a more even texture mapping.

9.6. UV Front/Back
A simple UV texture coordinates setup where the 

model is split into two halves, front and back, for 

texturing purposes.

9.7. UV View Perspective
Takes whatever the current Perspective view is, and 

assigns texture coordinates to match that view.

9.8. UV Unwrap
Splits the model into several parts for texturing trying 

to reduce overlapping.

useful for objects with complicated overlapping 

geometry.

9.9. Show UVs in 2D View
When on, this option draws the texture mapped parts 

of your model as a red overlay in the texture's image 

viewport.

Brighter parts indicate the UV mapping overlaps itself 

(Two parts of the mesh share the same part of the 

texture).

9.10. Apply Children/to Parent
These commands make one model conform to 

another by painting a custom Curvy Map.

Add or Subtract this object's Children from the current 

map. This only really makes sense to do with the 

Curvy Map selected.

To make sure there is enough Curvy Displacement to 

fit the apply action, choose the plain white texture as 

the curvy map (this shows the maximum possible 

curvy displacement all over the model) then adjust the 

Curvy Displacement Slider until the parent object 

covers the child objects in all places.

Then choose the default 50% grey map for Curvy and 

finally use Apply Children.
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If you find your map has been stretched along the left 

hand edge the parent was of too low a resolution. 

Undo the apply stage, up the parent's resolution and 

reapply.

10. Extras Menu

10.1. Inflate Image
This command takes an image and converts it into a 

3D model.

 1) Select Inflate Image from the Model menu.

 2) Click Image... and pick a BMP image.

 3) Click OK and you are done.

 4) You can cancel during the "Prepare Height..." 

phase - It will still make a mesh, but will skip the rest 

of the smoothing steps.

The final mesh is made at the origin, with size 

determined by the two scale values [If Scale(X,Y) is 

the same as Scale(Z) an image circle should become 

a 3D sphere].

It is usually best to use a higher resolution image than 

you want the final mesh to be, Quad Size (pixels) is 

the width of an output quad represented as a number 

of incoming image pixels. (Using a Quad size of 1 

gives very large (slow) meshes and also bugs in 

Curvy).

Image Inflate Settings

 Inflation Mode

Relief mode creates a heightmap from the image 

brightness.

Use a greyscale image with white where you want a 

higher surface.

Auto mode cuts out the white area of the image and 

estimates a rounded 3D surface to make a 3D model 

- this mode can handle very complex input images.

The best images to use are solid black and white 

pictures (not greyscale), 128-256 pixels wide with 

patches of solid white where you want your object to 

appear.

 mooth

Uncheck to get a straight line inflation, a circle 

becomes a cone, a rectangle becomes tent like. This 

can be useful along with Clamp Height to make 

spaceship bumpmaps.
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 Quality (Steps)

Used to control smoothness of the Auto surface.

 Mirror

Mirror to make back faces - Tick to make a full 3D 

surface, leave unticked to make a simple heightmap.

 Pure Quad Mesh

Pure Quad Mesh puts quads at the edge of the 

geometry instead of triangles - (better for subdivision). 

Triangles on the edge give cleaner models in Curvy.

 Clamp Height

If you tick Clamp Height any point more than Clamp 

Height (Pixels) away from an edge is flattened out - 

giving a beveled effect. 

10.2. Send View to Dogwaffle 

Brush
Saves the perspective view to the Dogwaffle painting 

program as a Brush (Requires Dogwaffle running 

alongside Curvy).

10.3. Send View to Dogwaffle 

Buffer
Saves the perspective view to the Dogwaffle painting 

program as a Buffer.

10.4. Send Active Texture to 

Dogwaffle Buffer
Saves the active texture to the Dogwaffle painting 

program.

10.5. Fetch Dogwaffle Buffer to 

Active Texture
Retrieves current Dogwaffle Buffer to the active 

texture.

N.B. Requires same image dimensions.

10.6. Sculptie Mode
Enhanced exporting enabled for making Sculpties 

(Image based 3D models for 2nd Life)

10.7. Uniform Sized Sculpties
Resizes the sculptie output to make uniformly sized 

sculpties.

10.8. Wine Compatibility Mode
If you are using Wine under Linux or Mac this mode 

can help fix compatibility issues.
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10.9. Play Script...
Playback a recorded script.

Scripts are created using the "Activity Menu" called 

"File" which is visible in the bottom right of a viewport 

when no objects are selected.

You can start and stop recording and save scripts.

N.B. This is an unsupported and undocumented 

feature!

11. Help Menu

11.1. Help Contents  F1
Open a webpage with the Curvy Documantation

11.2. Tutorials
Open a webpage with Curvy Tutorials

11.3. Get the latest version of Curvy 

3D
Check the latest version of Curvy

11.4. About Curvy...
Version and Copyright information.

Chapter 5. Key Shortcuts

1. File
Ctrl+O   Open...    

2. Edit
Ctrl+Z   Undo   

Ctrl+X   Cut   

Ctrl+C   Copy   

Ctrl+V   Paste   

Ctrl+L   Paste Mirrored   

SPACE   Deselect   

PageUp   Select Previous   

PageDown   Select Next   

Delete   Delete   
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3. View
TAB   Quick Hide Panels   

F   Frame Selected   

Shift+F   Frame All   

A   Wireframe   

F9   Overlay Backdrop   

Arrow Keys   Rotate View   

Hold Alt + Left Mouse Drag   Orbit Tool   

Hold Alt + Left Mouse Drag + Press Shift   Orbit Tool 

Snap to Orthogonal   

F6   Toggle Layers Panel   

(Other F-Keys toggle panels but are subject to 

change)

4. Object
Ctrl+D   Paste Object Properties   

Ctrl+F   Paste Material   

M   Lathe Symmetry   

H   Hide   

5. Curve
S   Smooth   

Ctrl+S   Smooth More   

6. Mesh
S   Smooth   

Ctrl+R   Relax   

Shift+R   Polish   

K   Convert to Normal Mesh   

J   Convert to Adaptive Subdivision Mesh   

7. Texture
Shift+T   UV Relax   

8. Help
F1   Help Contents   

9. Tools
Q   Select   

W   Move   

E   Rotate   

R   Scale   

T   Soft Move   

(There are a few more Tool keys that rotate sets of 

tools, but these are not in frequent use and may be 

discontinued)
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Holding Alt and Shift swaps to similar Tools for use 

with Left Mouse Button.

 With a Sculpting Tool selected

* Set Tool Size Ctrl+Drag Left Mouse Button

* Swap Tool: Add/Sub Inflate/Deflate \

 With Brushes and Sculpting Tools

* Swap to Smooth Tool Shift (With appropriate tool for 

Sculpt/Texture/Surface painting)

* Press 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,0 to set Tool Intensity from 0 

to 100%

10. Selection
Holding Shift while dragging with the Select Tool 

(default Right Mouse) adds to multi selection in 3D 

views and Groups Panel.

Holding Alt while dragging with the Select Tool 

subtracts to multi selection in 3D views and Groups 

Panel.

11. Groups Panel
Drag the left mouse over the 'eye' or 'freeze' icons of 

several objects to hide/show freeze/unfreeze multiple 

at once.

Icons in groups panel

12. Number Entry
Right click on a slider or number to type in a new 

value.

13. Smart Backdrops
The set of keyboard shortcuts for this feature is given 

in the help below:

Smart Backdrops
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